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摘要:蛋白质复合体是由两条或多条相关联的多肽链组成,在生物过程中起着重要作用. 假如用图表示蛋白质–蛋白
质相互作用(protein-protein interactions, PPI)网络数据,那么从中找出紧密耦合的蛋白质复合体是非常困难的,特别是
在近年来PPI网络的容量大大增加的情况下. 在本文中,通过对称非负矩阵分解,针对蛋白质复合体检测问题提出了一
种图聚类方法,该方法可以有效地从复杂网络中检测密集的连通子图. 并且将此方法和当前最先进的一些方法
在3个PPI数据集中用同一个基准进行比较. 实验结果表明,本文的方法在3个拥有不同大小和密度的数据集中均显著优
于其它方法.
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Abstract: Protein complex is a group of two or more associated polypeptide chains which plays essential roles in
biological process. Given a graph representing protein-protein interactions (PPI) data, it is important but non-trivial to
find protein complexes, the subsets of proteins that are closely coupled, from it, particularly in the condition that the PPI
network has increased greatly in capacity in the recent years. In this paper, we propose a graph based clustering approach
by adopting symmetric non-negative matrix factorization, which can effectively detect densely connected subgraphs from
complex networks. We compare the performance of our approach with state-of-the-art approaches in three PPI networks
with a well known benchmark complexes. The experimental results show that our approach significantly outperforms other
methods in three PPI networks with different data sizes and densities.
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1 Introduction
Protein complex is a complex graph structure that

is linked by non-covalent protein-protein interactions
(PPI)[1–2], which plays an essential role in biological
process and discovering drugs in pharmaceutical pro-
cess. Therefore, correctly identifying protein complex-
es in PPI network is useful in the field of biomedi-
cal. However, with the huge increase of PPI data, on-
ly a small amount of protein complexes are identified
in vitro because of the bottleneck of experimental ap-
proaches. Besides, it requires a large amount of labor
resource[3–5].

To overcome the technological limit of experimen-
tal approaches for protein complexes detection, compu-
tational approaches are used. The PPI network can be
represented as a graph where proteins are represented
as vertices and their interactions as edges. Each protein
complex consists of two or more proteins that are shown
as densely connected subgraphs, which indicates graph
based clustering methods should be utilized to discover
them.

For example, Liu et al[6] used clique finding algo-
rithms to predict protein complexes from PPI network.
They devised their own methods to merge overlapping
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cliques as protein complexes. Besides, Ref. [7] intro-
duced Markov clustering (MCL) as graph partitioning
method by simulating random walks, which used two
operators called expansion and inflation to boost strong
connections and demotes weak connections. Later, Re-
f. [8] showed the robustness of MCL with comparison to
three other clustering algorithms for protein complex-
es detection. One of the recent emerging methods is
to first identify cores of a protein complex, and then
add attachments into these cores to form protein com-
plexes[9–10]. Ref. [11] further evaluated the implemen-
tation of this method called COre-AttaCHment based
method (COACH) against other methods, and proved
that COACH outperforms others in two PPI data sets.

Even though the clustering methods that we men-
tioned above proved their competency in small size of
PPI data, they showed poor performance in large size
of tightly interconnected PPI network according to our
study[12]. In other words, the existing clustering meth-
ods are not suitable to detect protein complexes from
the tightly interconnected network because these meth-
ods usually result in an eigenvalue decomposition prob-
lem[13]. With the fast growing of PPI data, the current
network will become even more tightly interconnected.
To overcome the limitation of existing algorithms, we
propose a graph based clustering approach by adopting
symmetric non-negative matrix factorization (SNMF),
which can effectively detect densely connected sub-
graphs from complex networks considering the PPI net-
work is a undirected network and protein complexes are
densely connected subgraphs. SNMF is a non-negative
matrix factorization (NMF) based algorithm for undi-
rected network, where NMF originally is designed for
the purpose of finding matrix factors with sound perfor-
mance[14].

Assume that we have a PPI network represented as
an undirected graph, it is difficult for spectral cluster-
ing methods to know which protein complex a protein
should belong to because it has equal number of links to
both protein complexes. To avoid this kind of issue, S-
NMF can achieve better results by treating the graph as
an adjacency matrix and minimize the general loss us-
ing non-negative matrix factorization, which factorizes
the graph into a cluster membership matrix and a matrix
contains the linking information within each cluster. In
this study, we used the Euclidean loss to calculate the
general loss, which is a one of most common calcula-
tion methods. The technical details will be given in the
Section 3. To prove that our approach is robust and fea-
sible, we evaluated our approach on three PPI datasets
with a well known benchmark complexes.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Sec-
tion 2 presents the latest works related to this study;
Section 3 introduces basic concepts and explain how
we adopted SNMF for protein complexes detection in

detail; Section 4 reports the experimental results; Sec-
tion 5 summarizes and concludes this paper with future
improvement suggestion for protein complexes detec-
tion.

2 Related works
This section will discuss recent works that are relat-

ed to protein complexes detection using different data
mining methods including supervised and unsupervised
learning. The following review of some of previous im-
portant works is presented in theme base.

Ref. [7] introduced Markov clustering (MCL) as
graph partitioning method by simulating random walk-
s. It used two operators called expansion and inflation,
which boost strong connections and demotes weak con-
nections. Iterative expansion and inflation separate the
graphs into many subgraphs.

Ref. [8] showed the robustness of MCL[7] with
comparison to the restricted neighborhood search clus-
tering algorithm (RNSC)[15] and molecular complex de-
tection (MCODE)[16] for protein complexes detecting.
Each clustering algorithm was applied to binary PPI da-
ta in order to test the ability to extract complexes from
the networks and the clusters were compared with the
annotated the munich information center for protein se-
quences (MIPS) complexes. However, Ref. [17] proved
that if the interaction networks are accurate and com-
plete, then maximal clique finding algorithm can be ide-
al for detecting protein complexes from the PPI net-
work.

One of the recent emerging techniques is to use pro-
tein core attachments method called COACH proposed
by Ref. [18] which first detected protein-complex cores
as the ‘hearts’ of protein complexes and then included
attachments into these cores to form biologically mean-
ingful structures. Later, Ref. [9] proposed the other core
attachments method called CORE, which can identify
protein-complex cores and add attachments into these
cores to form protein complexes.

Ref. [11] showed that COACH performed bet-
ter than seven other clustering algorithms in various
datasets.
Therefore, we chose COACH as one of typical algo-
rithms to compare with our approach. Ref. [12] utilized
the neural network with the semi-supervised learning
mechanism to detect the protein complexes. By retrain-
ing the neural network model recursively, they could
find the optimized parameters for the model to de-
tect the protein complexes. Their comparison results
showed that the algorithm can identify protein com-
plexes that are missed by other methods[19].

Ref. [20] proposed a method called ClusterOne
for detecting potentially overlapping protein complexes.
The method uses a greedy approach to calculate a score
called cohesiveness and detecting groups of proteins.
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Ref. [12] introduced new algorithm called B3Clustering
which finds clusters by adjusting the density of sub-
graphs to be flexible according to its size, their exper-
imental result supported the efficiency and robustness
of B3Clustering for protein complex prediction in PPI
networks compared to existing approaches.

Ref. [21] proposed an algorithm to detect which
proteins share closely located bottleneck proteins. The
proposed algorithm has two steps, the first step is
to calculate the shortest distances between all node
pairs, the second step is to search dense protein sub-
networks(protein complexes) of which proteins share
closely located bottleneck proteins according to the re-
sults from previous step. Though their experiments
showed better performance than some of existing meth-
ods but not as good as our approach. The experimental
results can be found in Section 4.

Most recently, Ref. [22] presented an approach of
integrating PPI datasets with the PPI data from biomed-
ical literature for protein complexes detection. The ap-
proach applied a natural language processing system
called PPI extractor, to extract PPI data from biomedical
literature. These data were then integrated into the PPI
datasets for complex detection. However, though their
approach can get additional information from biomedi-
cal literature, it comes with large noise data. Their ex-
perimental results also showed that the approach did not
have huge improvement compared with other methods.
3 Proposed approach

PPI data come in the form of connections between
proteins, which is easily described as a graph model.
Proteins are represented as vertices and their interac-
tions are represented as edges in the graph. SNMF can
achieve better results by treating the graph as an adja-
cency matrix, and minimize the general loss using non-
negative matrix factorization. It factorizes the graph in-
to a cluster membership matrix and a matrix contains
the linking information within each cluster. However,
SNMF normally requires a good initialization to obtain
high accuracy[23]. For our research, the initialization
parameter k of SNMF means the size of original matrix
to store the data and the number of clusters being pro-
duced. This requirement is unlikely satisfied by protein
complexes detection since we do not know how many
protein complexes there will be in a PPI network. In
this section, we will introduce the technical details how
we adopted SNMF using a algorithm that can obtain
the best initialized parameter for SNMF during protein
complexes detection process.
3.1 Problem formulation

Assume that we have an undirected graph G con-
sists of k clusters with size l1, · · · , lk. Each cluster con-
tains one or more vertices. In an ideal situation, without
loss of generality, the vertices in different clusters have

no connectivity with each other, and the adjacency ma-
trix of G can be represent as:

G =


C1 0 . . . 0
0 C2 . . . 0
...

... · · ·
...

0 0 . . . Ck

 ,

where Ci is a li×li matrix, then the G can be factorized
as G = XCXT, where

X =



1 0 . . . 0
1 0 . . . 0
...

... · · ·
...

1 0 . . . 0
0 1 . . . 0
...

... · · ·
...

0 0 . . . 1


, C =


c1 0 . . . 0
0 c2 . . . 0
...

... · · ·
...

0 0 . . . ck

 .

The matrix X represents the cluster membership
where as the matrix C represents the connectivity of
vertices within each cluster. Thus, if we use the Eu-
clidean loss to calculate the general loss of the factor-
ization, we have

l(G,XCXT) = ||G−XCXT||2F. (1)

We then absorb C into X using X̂ = XC1/2 be-
cause G is symmetric (undirected graph), then the Eq.
(1) can be rewritten as l(G, X̂X̂T) = ||G − X̂X̂T||2F.
Clearly, the problem is to minimize the l(G, X̂X̂T) be-
cause the smaller the loss is, the better clustering results
we can obtain.
3.2 Solution

In this section, we will discuss how we solve the
preceding problem in SNMF. In addition, we also in-
troduce an algorithm to learn the best value to initialize
SNMF for protein complexes detection.

As we discussed earlier, the problem is to minimize
the l(G, X̂X̂T). According to [24], we can use gradi-
ent decent method to converge the local minimum. The
multiplicative updating rule is:

X̂ik ←
1

2
[X̂ik(1 +

(GX̂)ik

(X̂X̂TX̂)ik
)]. (2)

From the Eq.(2), we learn that there are two fac-
tors to consider. The first factor is the number of times
to update X̂ until convergence. According to our ob-
servations, the effect for clustering performance is little
when the general loss l(G, X̂X̂T) is less than 1. Thus,
considering the computation cost, we stop the update
process once the general loss is less than 1 rather than
give a fixed iterative number.

The other factor is the value of k, which is used to
initialize SNMF. It is difficult to estimate a value to ini-
tialize because PPI network usually contains thousands
of proteins and the number of interactions among pro-
teins can be millions. To obtain the best performance,
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we proposed an algorithm to learn the value of k rather
than random estimation. The learning and clustering
steps are presented below:

Step 1 We first set k = N as the initialization of
SNMF, where N is the number of vertices in G because
it is the maximum number of clusters theoretically. Af-
ter the first iteration, we have M clusters that contain
proteins, M < N , as some proteins has been clustered,
which left some clusters null.

Step 2 We set k = M and rerun SNMF, and we
will obtain P clusters that contain proteins, P 6 M .

Step 3 If P = M , the process is stopped and out-
puts the current clustering results. Otherwise, we take
M as the high bound High, and P as the low bound
Low, and set k = ceil((High + Low)/2) to rerun SN-
MF.

Step 4 If the number of clusters that contain pro-
teins is equal to the k we set in Step 3, the process is
stopped and outputs the current clustering results. Oth-
erwise, we repeat the Step 3 but give the k value of cur-
rent iteration to the high bound High to calculate the k
value for next iteration.

Step 2 seems duplicate to Step 1 but it is necessary
to narrow down the range of k. The Steps 3 and 4 ad-
just the value of k for SNMF via learning the number
of clusters contain proteins. In other words, the process
is stopped when there is no empty clusters. The pseu-
docode is followed:

INPUT: A graph G = (V,E)(G is a PPI network).
OUTPUT: S (a set of clusters, each cluster contains
one or more proteins).
Initialize k = N , where N = NumOfVertices(G);
S =SNMF(G, k);
M =NumOfClustersContainElements(S);
S =SNMF(G,M);
P =NumOfClustersContainElements(S);
if P == M then

return S
else

High= M ;
Low= P ;

k = ceil(
High + Low

2
);

S =SNMF(G, k);
while k! =NumOfClustersContainElements(S)
do

High = k;

k = ceil(
High + Low

2
);

S = SNMF(G, k);
end while
return S

end if

Lastly, because one protein may belong to multiple

protein complexes [25], which indicates ‘soft clustering’
is required in SNMF. Thus, we assign Gij = 1 if there
is an edge between vertex i and j; and Gij = 0 oth-
erwise when we construct the adjacency matrix G. We
then pick top H proteins from each column in G for
clustering based on the possibility assigned by SNM-
F. Because most of other existing approaches are ‘hard
clustering’, which means each protein only belongs to
one cluster, we set H = 1 for this reason in our experi-
ments. More details can be found in Section 4.

4 Evaluation
In this section, we show our experiments on three

PPI data sets to demonstrate the performance of our
approach by comparing it with state-of-the-art metho-
ds. The experiments were performed on a desktop with
Pentium(R) CPU dual core 2.60 GHz and 4 GB memo-
ry. Our algorithm is slower than others due to the learn-
ing step to find the best initialization for SNMF. How-
ever, the calculation of the whole process still can be
completed in less than one hour on all three data sets,
which is quite acceptable. In addition, since PPI data
clustering usually is one-off process in the real world,
we do not focus on running time improvement and time
complexity analysis in this research as clustering quali-
ty is much important.
4.1 Data corpus and evaluation metrics

We used the latest three popular PPI data sets for
Saccharomyces cerevisiae, namely, Krogan[26], Dip[27]

and Biogrid[28]. The Krogan and dip data sets were used
by Li et al.[11] to evaluate the performance of several
clustering algorithms. As shown in Table 1, Krogan
and Dip data sets have similar number of average de-
gree and density, but Biogrid has much higher average
degree and density than them. Because PPI data can be
represented as a undirected graph G = (V,E), thus, the

average degree is calculated as
2× |E|
|V |

, and the density

is calculated as
2× |E|

|V | × (|V | − 1)
.

Table 1 Features of PPI datasets

Data set Vertices Edges Average degree Density

Krogan 5364 61289 22.85 0.0043
Dip 4972 17836 7.17 0.0014

Biogrid 6242 255510 81.87 0.013

PPI data have a high rate of false positives, which
has been estimated to be about 50%[29]. The noise of the
data disturbs clustering methods to detect protein com-
plexes from PPI data. Thus, we used CYC2008 com-
plexes as a reference data set, which was published by
Pu et al.[30]. CYC2008 provides a comprehensive cat-
alogue of manually curated 408 protein complexes in
Saccharoyces cerevisiae, and has 90% more complexes
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than the other popular data set MIPS[31].
We used neighbourhood affinity score to see

whether a complex detected by an algorithm is matched
with protein complexes in the CYC2008, which was
used by Li et al.[11]. We then used it to calculate the
precision, recall, and F-measure to evaluate the per-
formance of an algorithm. The neighbourhood affinity
score NA(p, b) is defined as follows:

NA(p, b) =
|Vp ∩ Vb|2

|Vp| · |Vb|
,

where P = (Vp, Ep) is a predicted complex and B =
(Vb, Eb) is a benchmark complex. We then have the
precision calculated as follows: Precision = Ncp/|P |,
where Ncp= |{p | p∈P,NA(p, b)>ω, for ∃b∈B}|.

The recall is calculated as follows: Recall =
Ncb/|B|, where Ncb = |{b | b∈B,NA(p, b)> ω, for
∃p∈P}|.

The F-measure is the precision, recall, and F-
measure harmonic mean of precision and recall as fol-
lows:

F-measure =
2× Precision× Recall

Precision + Recall
.

The ω is a threshold, which indicates if a protein
complex is identified for any protein complex in the
benchmark data set. According to our experiments and
the recommendation by [11], we set the neighbourhood
affinity score threshold as 0.25, which made the differ-
ence of performance among various algorithms.

In addition, we also used three indicators to mea-
sure the quality of clustered protein complexes, fraction
(Frac), maximum matching ratio (MMR)[20] and geom-
etry accuracy (Acc)[8]. Frac is an indicator that mea-
sures the fraction of pairs between two protein com-
plexes with an overlap score θ larger than 0.25, where
Frac(θ) is calculated as below:

θ(A,B) =
|A ∩B|
|A||B|

, (3)

where A and B are two protein complexes.
Acc is the geometric mean of two other measures:

the clustering-wise sensitivity (Sn) and the clustering-
wise positive predictive value (PPV) as follows:

Sn =

n∑
i=1

m
max
j=1

tij

n∑
i=1

ni

, PPV =

m∑
j=1

n
max
i=1

tij

n∑
i=1

m∑
j=1

tij

,

where n are the number of proteins of reference protein
complexes and m are the number of proteins of clus-

tered protein complexes. The element tij refers to the
number of proteins that are found in both complexes.
Because Sn can be inflated by putting every protein in
the same complex while the PPV can be maximized by
putting every protein in its own complex, we then have
these two measures to compute the geometric mean of
Sn and PPV: Acc =

√
Sn× PPV.

MMR represents the two sets of clustered protein
complexes as a bipartite graph where the two sets of n-
odes represent the reference and predicted complexes,
respectively, and an edge connecting a reference com-
plex with a predicted one is weighted by the overlap
score. The overlap score between two protein complex-
es is computed by Eq.(3). The value of the MMR is
given by the total weight of particular subset of edges
that have maximum weight, divided by the number of
reference protein complexes. This measure expresses
how well the clustered protein complexes represent the
reference ones.

4.2 Evaluation results
To evaluate our approach, we compared the perfor-

mance of our approach with five state-of-the-art approa-
ches, MCL[7], COACH[18], B3Clustering[12], the algo-
rithm proposed by Ahn et al.[21], and ClusterOne[20].
MCL, COACH and ClusterOne are representative al-
gorithms and cited by many other researchers. B3-
Clustering is our previous work, and the algorithm pro-
posed by Ahn et al. is the latest work for protein com-
plexes detection to the best of our knowledge.

4.2.1 Comparison test
As a fair comparison, we set H = 1 to compare

with other algorithms because most of the existing ap-
proaches are ‘hard clustering’, which means each pro-
tein only belongs to one cluster. Table 2 shows the
number of protein complexes detected by different algo-
rithms. The results on different data sets are presented
in Figs.1–3, respectively.

From the results, we learn that our approach outper-
forms others on all the three data sets in terms of pre-
cision and F-measure. Particularly on the Biogrid data
set that has high density, our approach achieves 0.68
precision rate and 0.58 F-measure, both of which are
more than 50% higher than the algorithm in the sec-
ond place. On the dip data set, our approach achie-
ves the highest 0.78 precision rate, which is nearly dou-
ble than others. Similar outcomes are also found on
Krogan data set.

Table 2 Number of protein complexes detected by different algorithms

Data set Our Approach B3Clustering COACH MCL Ahn et al. ClusterOne
Krogan 401 646 570 626 652 342

Dip 388 786 748 840 646 366
Biogrid 550 477 3158 55 510 380
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Fig. 1 Comparison results on Krogan data set

Fig. 2 Comparison results on dip data set

Finally, we note that our approach has lower re-
call rate on Krogan and dip data sets compared to the

algorithm proposed by Ahn et al. because our ap-
proach detects fewer number of protein complexes.
However, we can improve the recall rate by increas-
ing the value of H if necessary.

Fig. 3 Comparison results on Biogrid data set

4.2.2 Quality measurement
In this section, we compare the clustering qua-

lity of each algorithm. Tables 3–5 show the quality
comparisons on Krogan, Dip and Biogrid data set re-
spectively. On Krogan data set, we can see that our
approach’s overall quality is around 5% higher than
ClusterOne, which is the second best algorithm. Sim-
ilar situation happened on the other two data sets. Our
approach outperforms other algorithms, particularly
on Biogrid data set obviously.

Table 3 Quality of the clustered protein complexes from Krogan data set

Data set Our Approach B3Clustering COACH MCL Ahn et al. ClusterOne

Frac 0.71 0.6 0.35 0.64 0.65 0.67
Acc 0.68 0.61 0.46 0.64 0.64 0.66

MMR 0.52 0.43 0.19 0.35 0.4 0.42

Table 4 Quality of the clustered protein complexes from dip data set

Data set Our Approach B3Clustering COACH MCL Ahn et al. ClusterOne

Frac 0.81 0.72 0.61 0.44 0.52 0.79
Acc 0.73 0.69 0.58 0.69 0.69 0.71

MMR 0.5 0.45 0.36 0.43 0.43 0.48

Table 5 Quality of the clustered protein complexes from Biogrid data set

Data set Our Approach B3Clustering COACH MCL Ahn et al. ClusterOne

Frac 0.58 0.52 0.14 0.3 0.51 0.55
Acc 0.68 0.35 0.39 0.46 0.61 0.66

MMR 0.3 0.24 0.05 0.15 0.25 0.27

5 Conclusions and future work
Detecting protein complexes in PPI network is an

important task in the field of biomedical. Thus, with
advances in technology, PPI network is growing much
faster than ever, which makes the task non-trivial. In

this study, we proposed a graph based clustering ap-
proach by adopting SNMF[32] with good initialization
from a learning algorithm, which can effectively de-
tects densely connected subgraphs from complex net-
works. Compared with other protein complexes de-
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tection methods, our approach can support ‘soft clus-
tering’, which means one protein can be assigned to
multiple clusters. Thus, the approach we proposed
can be adopted in some real applications according
to actual requirements. Extensive experiments per-
formed on various PPI data sets show that our ap-
proach is robust and outperforms other state-of-the-
art approaches. In the future, we plan to integrate
information from biomedical literature as features to
calculate the weight for each edge in the graph, which
shall further improve the performance of protein com-
plexes detection.
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